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WORLD NEWSWIRE
1. China's National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), the 'state planner' is to relax residency curbs
in some cities.
FX VIEW
When oil is threatening to boil, why won't the Rupee toil? It is indeed. Brent has breached 70.00 and inching
closer to 71 handle. OPEC+ production cuts have done the job, as excess barrels are vanishing. Sanctions can cut
500,000 bpd of Venezuelan exports. Iran is still enjoying a waiver from US on its exports but any reports of US
rolling back some of that waiver can cause a even bigger spike in oil prices. On the negative front for oil, the
agreement between Russia and OPEC on production cuts is coming to an end in July and unless both sides agree
to extend it, we can see Russia, pump up its oil output. Outside OPEC, US crude oil production reached a record
12.2 million bpd in late March. U.S. crude exports have also risen, breaking through 3 million bpd for the first
time earlier this year. Therefore, demand-supply dynamic can remain favourable for Brent till the mid of year,
post which it can turn unfavourable if OPEC+ production cut agreement expires. Additionally, the risk on rally in
Emerging market equity and DM equity is a major pull factor for oil prices too. Therefore, all in all, for the month
of April, oil can once again become a significant headwind for INR and INR bonds. Interestingly during the first
week of April, FPIs have sold near USD 800 million, primarily on account of rising oil prices and also post RBI
policy. These flows can be extremely fickle. They can turn on a dime depending on events like LS elections, oil
prices and global risk trends.
INR forwards have cooled off at the short end, possibly due to PSU banks selling in forwards and buying in spot.
However, 1 year forwards have continued to inch higher, completely erasing the decline it suffered after RBI
announced USD swap in March. However, expectation of dovish monetary policy can keep the forwards capped.
Lok Sabha elections get underway this week, with phase 1 scheduled on coming Thursday. We would urge our
readers to actively participate in this festival of Democracy and cast their important vote. Volatility in Rupee
may narrow as large speculators await for cues from the voting. Low volatility but erratic moves can remain the
theme for the greater part of April.
In global news, GBP will continue to swing wildly. This week, traders await two events. One, EU is scheduled to
vote on the request from UK to extend the Brexit date to June 30th. If EU offers a shorter extension, then it can
increase the odds for a "no deal" Brexit and GBP can fall sharply. In another event, on Thursday, UK Parliament
will once again vote on the Brexit deal and attempts are being made, across party lines, to garner support for the
same. If the vote passes and EU agrees to June 30th deadline, then GBPUSD can pull back towards 1.33/1.3350
zone.
TECHNICAL VIEW:
USDINR may have formed an interim bottom. With rising oil prices, there is scope for an eventual move towards
70.30/50 levels on spot. This view will be negated if prices trade below 68.80 and sustain. Therefore, buying on
decline is advisable with stop below 68.80 on spot. On crosses, we prefer GBPINR, where buying can be done
with stop below 89.00 on spot.
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